Web Committee Meeting Minutes

February 20th, 2015  1:30pm – 2:30pm

Present:

Next meeting: March 6, 2015 Main Campus Library Room A116 1:30PM

I. Current and Upcoming Announcements

II. Approval of Minutes – Approved and seconded

II. Additions to Agenda - None

III. Minutes

Web pages update:

Website maintenance update - Website may be down Saturday or Sunday late for regularly scheduled maintenance. Specific day and time is dependent upon working with original developers who are doing bug repair on the News Views.

FAQ Site Sections – Users can create an FAQ page for just their department, James will create a tutorial for Meagan and Laura so they can instruct users.

Masquerade - Gave access to module Masquerade for Megan and Laura and showed how to use it so they can now log into and work as other users.

Upcoming projects

Moxxy – Esmeralda is working with Moxxy to develop a new front page widget that will replace both the slideshow and the Audience Selector area – it will be an improvement to both look and feel and usability. Moxxy currently has adequate permissions so they can develop a quote, James will update committee on progress.

Athletics website update – Prestosports has submitted a draft of the new Hartnell Athletics web page and also instructions on how to get our Athletic data into presto’s databases. They are waiting for approval and are ready to go into development mode. http://photostore.psbin.com/3/v/bni724bgzvzn8/Hartnell_003_INDEX.jpg

I am currently trying to get Dan and Joanne into a room so we can review and approve the next stage which would be development.

Mobile Portal – Dave and I have integrated a mobile Colleague Portal and are currently beta testing it and adding new features, committee would like to see a demo at the next meeting.

President Contact form – Added a contact form for the president’s office by personal request.
Google Floor Plans – Got floor plans from Facilities for all buildings on all three campuses and adding them into google maps via Google floorplans, as of this meeting they have been approved and pushed live, it is possible they may need changes. We will additionally add these individual building maps into the current location pages as well.

LDAP – Project is in the queue but I have not been able to push the new modules to the dev server yet, not until the current changes have been added and pushed to live.

Bug Report:

In the News: Currently working on 2 bugs, fixed the “no data found” bug. Still working on the Hero bug so thumbnails will appear on the homepage. Showed the issue to committee on the development server.

New user bug - Having Strategic Planning and 1 other editorial Site section automatically added to their site section permissions list. This was accidentally set when another admin tried to update permissions for those two departments and accidentally set permissions to all users. It has since been turned off again and restored to original permissions.

Side Menu top title – Fixed on dev but it needs to be added at this moment, not automatic. It is also not yet correct in the style sheets, working with contractor on this.

Link styles – in progress.

Question and Answers:

Had a large discussion regarding courses in catalog bring available to perspective students. Went over the current options which were the course catalog in pdf form. Will invite Dave to next meeting to update us on what information will be available to the website and when. We also discussed a little about the student portal where this information will be available to current students, what will be available to prospective students?

Discussed the departmental webpages and a question came up from Olivia. She noticed that on a lot of other college webpages, there is a handy feature on the departmental pages where they have a link to all of that department’s course descriptions. For example, on a Biology departmental webpage, there would be a link in the menu that goes to a page that lists every Biology course offered (just like what is found in the college catalog). Laura sent a request to Alicia to see if this can get accomplished.

Discussed that there were multiple CatCard pages but not the ones student were immediately looking for. Solution – James will develop an all inclusive Catcard page so all links can come to one page then link to the specific information they specifically looking for.

We were discussing the ability to have created pages not be published until approved by an administrator so James discussed the workbench moderation features. Looks like it will allow us to do what we want but no one wanted to move forward with implementing a workflow solution at this time.
Isupport – isupport link on website – should that be for the general public or is it only for faculty and staff? Should not be for students and general public as far as web committee is concerned. Should it be removed once the faculty portal is in place?